Business Education
Opportunities
for Undergraduates
With a strong foundation in liberal arts and the professional rigor of the McIntire
program, broadly educated students are prepared for a career of leadership,
integrity, and success. McIntire offers several options for students interested in
pursuing business education and a career in business:
Commerce electives, which can be combined

with a degree from the College of Arts & Sciences,
Engineering, or other schools at the University

Business-related student organizations,

competitions, and networking opportunities

McIntire Business Institute, a certificate
program offered in a five-week summer,
academic-year, or online format

B.S. in Commerce, a two-year undergraduate

degree program providing students with a broad
understanding of business in today’s global workforce.
McIntire students major in Commerce and have the
opportunity to focus in one or two of the School’s
available concentrations and, if desired, gain special
expertise in one or two tracks.
Concentrations

Tracks

• Accounting

• * Strategic Brand
Consulting &
Communications

• Finance

Entrepreneurship Minor, a *15-credit
interdisciplinary minor with concentrations in
Innovation in Business, Technology
Entrepreneurship (with the Engineering School), or
Social Entrepreneurship (with the Batten School)

• Information Technology
• Management

• Business Analytics
• Entrepreneurship

• Marketing

• Global Commerce
• Quantitative Finance
• Real Estate

Leadership Minor, a 15-credit interdisciplinary
minor designed to transform how students think about
leadership and to develop the skills they need to lead
in a complex global environment

M.S. in Commerce, a one-year program

designed to help recent liberal arts, sciences, and
engineering graduates transform their intellectual
and academic skill sets into focused business
expertise

Learn more: commerce.virginia.edu

CONTACT
*pending provost approval

commerceadmissions@virginia.edu
434-924-3865

Office of Undergraduate Admission
Rouss & Robertson Halls, Room 142
P.O. Box 400173
Charlottesville, VA 22904

B.S. in Commerce
Admission Info

Students pursuing a B.S. in Commerce typically spend the first two years of undergraduate
work combining liberal arts and business prerequisite courses. These two years of liberal
arts preparation are critical to students’ success at McIntire and their long-term
professional development.
McIntire is committed to holistically evaluating many facets of an individual’s preparation. With this in mind, the
Undergraduate Admission Committee commits to creating a class that: brings a diversity of experience, background
and skills, possesses intellectual curiosity, is academically prepared and highly engaged, and demonstrates
emotional intelligence.

Requirements
Before enrolling in the McIntire School, students must complete a minimum of 54 credits and the following prerequisites:

McIntire Application Cycle 2021

McIntire Application Cycle 2022 and later

Course

Suggested Year

Course

Suggested Year

Foundations of Commerce

First

Foundations of Commerce

First

First Writing Requirement

First

First Writing Requirement

First

Statistical Analysis

First

Statistical Analysis

First

Calculus

First

Calculus

First

*Humanities/
Engagements

First or second

*Artistic, Interpretive &
Philosophical Inquiry

First or second

*Foreign Language

First or second

*World Language

First or second

Microeconomics
Macroeconomics

First or second

Microeconomics
Macroeconomics

First or second

Financial Accounting
Managerial Accounting

First or second

Financial Accounting
Managerial Accounting

First or second

*Humanities and Foreign Language course requirements are the same
as the College of Arts & Sciences. After admission, foreign language
prerequisites may, with prior approval, be completed by transfer during
the summer prior to enrollment, but must be completed before entering
the McIntire School.

*Artistic, Interpretive & Philosophical Inquiry requirement as defined by
the College of Arts & Sciences. World Language course requirements are
the same as the College of Arts & Sciences. After admission, world
language prerequisites may, with prior approval, be completed during the
summer prior to enrollment, but must be completed before entering the
McIntire School.

Learn more: commerce.virginia.edu/undergrad/admissions
Read our blog: experience.mcintire.virginia.edu/blogs/undergraduate/

Subscribe to our newsletter: eepurl.com/gWMeN1

